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it recognises your totality

even the rocks start dancing !

i am not joking…i have seen it so…

when i had my first explosion

i was shocked to see is that all the walls…

and the stones…and the ground…

was moving…swimming…

i could not place my foot on the earth…

everything was moving like a river

even the rocks were swimming…it was not solid

there was a density

but it was merging with the outer empty space…

it was so scary to put my foot on the earth

it always felt that my feet would be swallowed

the rocks are totally alive

the more total you will be

the more your peaked state will be

you will see the rocks are living…

the rocks are breathing…

and they are growing…

even the rocks are growing !

you can see crystals

how they are growing…slowly…slowly…slowly…

there is a pulse within them

but to see the life within a rock

you need to be at such a peaked state…

that you can see through matter

higher you go...nothing is dead…

everything becomes a pure vibration

be careful when you walk

this whole earth is swimming like a river

it is all a vibration of life…nothing is dead…

hmm ?

we are simply lost…mad people

that is why all these juicy people keep coming again and again

these are the real mad people

so welcome to more madness

but there are few people who are not mad yet

we are here to drive you mad !

question     when we were dancing…

why did the branch of the tree suddenly fall down ?

the tree started dancing with us…

it forgot how to dance…

it forgot…it is an old tree…just one arm fell down !!

when you are dancing…all the trees dance with you

they have been waiting for you to dance for a long time

there was an old dead branch…it simply fell down

it must be all this explosive energy here…

some part of the mind of the tree must have also fallen 

boom !

good beginning…

it reminds me of a story in poona

we used to dance in a smaller hall…the chuang tsu hall

which has now become the samadhi of osho

many times we were dancing in that hall

and many times bhagwan commented…i am surprised the ceiling is still here !

a big hall and just six or eight pillars…

and many times the whole hall used to shake…used to vibrate…

many times bhagwan said…my god…how come this wall is still standing ?

when you are exploding in love…in ecstasy…

even the rocks want to live…

within that rock…within that stone…is life pulsating…
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